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Edge computation often requires robustness to faults, e.g., to reduce the effects of transient errors and to function correctly in high radiation environments. In these cases, the edge device must be designed with fault tolerance as a primary objective. FKeras is a tool that helps design fault-tolerant edge neural networks that run entirely on chip to meet strict latency and resource requirements. FKeras provides metrics that give a bit-level ranking of neural network weights with respect to their sensitivity to faults. FKeras includes these sensitivity metrics to guide efficient fault injection campaigns to help evaluate the robustness of a neural network architecture. We show how to use FKeras in the co-design of edge NNs trained on the high-granularity endcap calorimeter dataset, which represents high energy physics data, as well as the CIFAR-10 dataset. We use FKeras to analyze a NN’s fault tolerance to consider alongside its accuracy, performance, and resource consumption. The results show that the different NN architectures have vastly differing resilience to faults. FKeras can also determine how to protect neural network weights best, e.g., by selectively using triple modular redundancy on only the most sensitive weights, which reduces area without affecting accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Machine learning (ML) is increasingly used in safety-critical applications, including autonomous vehicles [8, 12, 66], healthcare [1, 3, 63], and scientific experiments [14, 23, 31]. In these domains, the ML computation must act reliably in the face of errors. Soft errors are a common source of unreliability [9, 25, 37, 38], which are difficult to avoid and often require mitigation. For example, a particle strike can cause a bit flip in neural network (NN) weights, which can lead to incorrect results.

Prior work has investigated the fault tolerance of NNs extensively; however, most studies have focused on faults occurring in the outputs of NN layers, namely in pipeline registers and arithmetic logic units (ALUs). They also assume that the weights reside in memory that is protected by error correction codes or parity [4, 18, 46]. This is often the case for large NNs that rely on retrieving weights from off-chip memory, e.g., DRAM, when they are run on GPUs because all the weights cannot fit on chip [51]. This “off-chip inference” is a popular case, especially as researchers add increasingly
more parameters to improve NN performance, e.g., GPT-3 has 175 billion parameters, which amounts to 350 GB of data when stored with float16 precision [11, 73]. By focusing on NNs that execute via off-chip inference, previous studies have neglected to study fault tolerance in an emerging class of NNs where inference occurs completely on chip [6, 10].

On-chip inference, wherein a NN executes entirely on chip, is increasing in demand, particularly in scientific fields like high energy physics and electron microscopy [10, 23, 24, 31, 72]. As scientific instruments improve, they are able to produce data at extremely high rates, e.g., TBs/s. With so much data, scientists are contending with how to best collect and analyze so much data. Many are looking to NNs to process the data because traditional methods have reached their limits [73].

Consider the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment [15], which runs particle collision experiments that generate data rates of ≈40 TB/s. To reduce data rates, LHC physicists plan to deploy tens of thousands of encap concentrator (ECON-T) ASICs [24], each running a NN encoder, to compress experimental data from the high-granularity endcap calorimeter (HGCAL) [21] into a smaller format for easy filtering in the trigger system. The ECON-T encoder hardware must accept new input data at 40 MHz and complete inference in 25 ns within an area budget of 4 mm² [24]. To meet these constraints, the ECON-T:

1. is a small two-layer NN with ~2000 parameters,
2. is quantized to have 6-bit fixed-point weights, and
3. operates completely on-chip.

To complicate matters further, the ECON-Ts operate in a high-radiation environment due to their close proximity to particle collisions in the LHC. High radiation causes transient hardware errors, which can lead to incorrect application output (silent data corruptions) if the hardware is not designed robustly. The ECON-Ts filter terabytes per second of data for high-energy physics studies, and faulty execution is unacceptable. Only the NN weight parameters are vulnerable to faults because the activations are not stored in on-chip memory for longer than a cycle, as inference completes in a single cycle.

From this example, we see that on-chip inference NNs must be small enough to be run fast enough in the given resource constraints. These small NNs are often referred to as “edge NNs.” Many edge NNs have unique characteristics that have not been considered extensively in prior work, namely:

1. heavily quantized (≤ 8 bits) fixed-point weights, and
2. fully on-chip inference that expose weights to faults.

Some techniques from prior work translate well to edge NNs while others do not. Most prior work has studied NN faults by conducting fault injection (FI) campaigns. FI simulates faults in software or hardware and passes a number of inputs through the NN to assess performance. This is computationally expensive because an enormous amount of faulty scenarios must be simulated. Previous work has sought to limit the search space [18, 61, 78]. One method [18] exploits how a more significant bit is at least as sensitive as a less significant bit—a finding that is consistent with our own results and that we exploit too. But, this method and others find that much of the improvements in reducing the FI search space is a direct result of using float32 to represent values. The search space of float32 is large and prior work [78] trivially cuts down the space by focusing on only the eight exponent bits. A more clever method of statistically reducing the search space directly hinges on how flipping bits in float32 values results in massive changes in magnitude [61].

This big swing in magnitude does not occur with low-precision fixed-point/integer data types because the range of values that they can represent is considerably smaller, e.g., ECON-T’s 6-bit weight contains only 1-integer bit, leading
to a maximum difference of 2. Our work therefore seeks to fill this gap and study how faults affect edge NNs built for on-chip inference.

We introduce \textit{FKeras}, a tool that assesses the sensitivity of NN weights to faults, specifically targeting edge NNs for on-chip inference.\footnote{https://github.com/KastnerRG/fkeras} \textit{FKeras} includes fast and efficient metrics that provide a bit-level sensitivity ranking of the weights, including a novel metric based on the Hessian (second-order partial derivatives of the NN). Our fault tolerance metrics reveal under the hood how sensitive a NN is to faults, facilitating the addition of fault tolerance into the codesign problem by allowing the designer to consider how different quantized edge NNs handle faults. Furthermore, our metrics provide a way to evaluate fault tolerance alongside performance, resource usage, and power consumption, which can result in hardware accelerators that are smaller, more performant, and more resilient. For instance, the ECON-T uses triple modular redundancy (TMR) to protect the NN weights against faults \cite{24}. TMR is effective but incurs a 200\% overhead \cite{7, 67}, which is particularly costly when every resource counts in ECON-T’s 4 mm\(^2\) area budget. Many interesting design tradeoffs emerge when considering fault tolerance: Can one TMR a subset of the parameters to optimize the NN architecture in another manner? Which computation and data are the most important to protect against faults? How does quantization affect the NN’s fault resilience? How do different NN architectures compare with respect to accuracy, performance, and fault tolerance?

\textit{FKeras} facilitates fault analysis with \textit{hls4ml} \cite{30}. \textit{hls4ml} targets edge ML applications with low latencies, high throughput, minimal power budgets, and low resource usage \cite{31}. \textit{FKeras} extends the \textit{hls4ml} workflow to assess the sensitivity of NN weights to faults, perform efficient FI campaigns, and facilitate design space exploration that considers fault tolerance alongside accuracy, performance, and resource usage.

\textit{hls4ml} designs that target FPGAs/ASICS must satisfy unique requirements uncommon in other architectures like GPUs and TPUs \cite{39}. First, \textit{hls4ml} implementations are highly quantized, often using unique arbitrary precision fixed-point data types in each NN operation. Second, \textit{hls4ml} implementations hold most of their data on-chip, including inputs, outputs, weights, and internal state. Third, they often operate in high-radiation or safety-critical environments. For example, the radiation of the ECON-T in the LHC is approximately 1000\(\times\) that of the radiation in space. Thus, understanding the potential effects of faults is crucial.

\textit{hls4ml} accelerators are often heavily quantized to meet stringent performance, power, and area requirements. Quantization reduces the computational and storage costs and modifies the sensitivity of computations to faults. \textit{QKeras} \cite{20} is a tool developed by Google and the \textit{hls4ml} community to handle custom hardware data types. \textit{QKeras} provides drop-in replacements for NN operations, e.g., from \texttt{Dense} to \texttt{QDense}. \textit{FKeras} is modeled after \textit{QKeras}, providing similar replacements for NN operators (e.g., \texttt{FQDense}). \textit{FKeras} allows designers to consider fault tolerance in the context of fixed-point computations.

\textit{FKeras} includes several bit-level sensitivity metrics, including

1. most significant bits first to least significant bits last (MSB \(\rightarrow\) LSB),
2. the gradient, and
3. the Hessian.

We introduce a new metric based on the Hessian. The Hessian (second-order partial derivatives) captures the curvature of a NN’s loss landscape, providing insight into how the NN will react to perturbations to the weights. The Hessian has been shown to capture NN sensitivity and is useful at quickly quantizing a NN to mixed precision.
FKeras efficiently calculates the Hessian, which gives a highly competitive ranking in all our considered networks.

Our findings show that individual bits matter—some bits are more important than other bits. Within a weight, the importance tends to be monotonic [18], i.e., a more significant bit is at least as sensitive as a less significant bit, though there are exceptions. We then compare the relative effect of the bits across the weights using the Hessian or gradient.

FKeras can guide FI campaigns to inject faults on the most sensitive parameters first. The sensitivity of the weights is variable; many do not lead to faulty behaviors. Thus, a campaign should focus on injecting faults into weights that are the most vulnerable to faults. We can use our Hessian sensitivity metric to determine the most sensitive weights and flip those first. Fig. 9 shows that the Hessian sensitivity metric performs substantially better at guiding the FI towards faulty behaviors than randomly or statistically injecting faults as prior FI tools and studies do [28, 44, 59, 61].

We demonstrate the value of FKeras in considering fault analysis in the design space exploration process for a NN. We perform a design space exploration on three different NN architectures for the ECON-T autoencoder. We use FKeras to assess the resilience of these different architectures to faults alongside accuracy, performance, and resource usage. We also analyze the resilience of an edge convolutional neural network (CNN) trained on CIFAR-10 [41] that operates also completely on-chip. Our results show that different-sized networks have vastly different levels of fault tolerance, e.g., a smaller, less accurate NN has more sensitive bits than a larger, more accurate NN.

FKeras is a tool that helps design fault-tolerant NNs for on-chip inference. The primary contributions of FKeras are:

- Providing bit-level weight sensitivity metrics tailored for on-chip inference edge NNs.
- Using sensitivity metrics to guide fault injection campaigns that consider the most sensitive bits first.
- Performing NN architecture design space exploration that considers fault tolerance alongside traditional optimization criteria like performance and area.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 discusses related work. Sec. 3 introduces FKeras. Sec. 4 describes the experimental setup and assesses the fault tolerance of four different networks using FKeras. Sec. 5 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Prior work has sought to understand NN fault tolerance and to develop techniques to protect NNs from faults, but few have considered edge NNs that are quantized and run on specialized hardware, such as FPGAs and ASICs, completely on chip [50, 52, 71]. As we review related work, we will point out some of the shortcomings of prior work when their fault analysis methods are applied to on-chip edge NNs. We then describe how FKeras addresses these shortcomings.

It is well known that NNs have many redundant parameters [33, 34]. Faults in different weights are expressed differently, especially depending on the size of the NN, as our results later show (see Fig. 11). Furthermore, the bit position of the weights is important—within a weight, there is a significant range of effects for the different bits. Our results show that the most significant bits are the most sensitive, and the least significant bits are fairly insensitive to faults, as confirmed by prior work [18]. To optimally compress quantized NNs, it is crucial to have a bit-level understanding of faults, especially when we want to run an edge NN entirely on chip. Thus, we develop FKeras to quantify the fault tolerance of an hls4ml edge NN for on-chip inference.

Tab. 1 compares FKeras to prior work. It categorizes FI tools and methods based on if a tool targets single or multiple bits or randomly selects bits to fault inject (Bit Target-ability), if a tool supports different data types for quantized
Researchers have studied the resilience of NNs to identify silent data corruptions (SDCs)—soft errors that lead to incorrect NN output [44, 67]. They take three primary approaches: fault injection (FI) campaigns, heuristics, and ML modeling [50, 54, 67].

FI campaigns simulate a fault either in software [18, 44, 49, 52, 55, 56, 59] or hardware [32, 59] and run a number of inputs through the NN to assess performance. Such campaigns are computationally expensive because they must simulate an enormous amount of faulty scenarios, especially when considering the thousands to millions of parameters and operations present in an NN [67]. Researchers have developed methods to accelerate fault injection campaigns [18, 32, 50]; however, many of their evaluations are often limited to NNs that rely on off-chip memory accesses, meaning they assume the weights are fully protected by error correction codes (ECC) or parity and thus only study the effects of faults to NN activations [4, 18, 46]. FKeras instead focuses on a fault model that targets NN weights that fully reside on chip, where ECC or parity bits require extra resources, which is costly when most resources are preciously devoted to implementing the edge NN.

Researchers have also developed heuristics that measure NN sensitivity through characteristics such as the gradient [19, 48] or how errors propagate through a model [62]. Since heuristics are naturally lossy, they are less accurate than FI campaigns, but significantly cheaper to run. They trade some accuracy for speedup.

Researchers have further developed ML models to predict which bits in a NN are mostly likely to induce faulty output [16, 68, 69, 78]. These methods extract salient features of NNs relevant to fault analysis and train a machine learning model to predict the faulty parts of the NN on a relatively small amount of ground truth data. While these models are fairly accurate, they are expensive to scale up because they need to train a new ML model for each new NN they want to evaluate.

Researchers have created a fault injection method called BinFI [18], which relies on the monotonicity of the bit order, i.e., higher order bits are at least as sensitive as lower order bits, to reduce the number of faults to inject by performing a binary search within each NN output. This is an effective approach because they reduce the search space by $O(\log(n))$ per NN output where $n$ is the number of bits representing the output. However, our results show that this assumption of monotonicity leads to false negatives, as seen in our results in Sec. 4.2.3.
Researchers have looked into statistical fault injection [61], which we call "StatFI", to reduce the FI search space of a NN’s weights. However, StatFI is primarily effective in reducing the search space because it relies on how flipping bits in float32 format leads to large changes in the magnitude of the weights, as previously discussed in Sec. 1. Based on this information, StatFI selects a subset of the bits in each bit position, e.g., MSB, in each layer to randomly flip. These large changes in magnitude do not occur with low-precision fixed-point data types because the range represented is considerably smaller. Our results show that StatFI fails to identify many sensitive bits. It is not as effective as any of FKeras’s sensitivity metrics when considering low-precision quantized NNs for on-chip inference. This is because StatFI is selecting which bits to flip in each bit position in each layer randomly, whereas FKeras’s metrics are selecting which bits to flip using the Hessian for instance, which captures how sensitive a given NN’s parameter is to faults (see Fig. 8). We present a more detailed comparison later in Sec. 4.2.3.

In response to these shortcomings, FKeras provides a bit-level ranking using the Hessian matrix of second partial derivatives of the loss function to identify the most crucial weights and bits. The Hessian reveals how sensitive a weight is to faults. As a result, FKeras’s Hessian-based bit-level ranking uses fine-grained information on a NN’s sensitivity, rather than more coarse-grained approaches that rely solely on bit order monotonicity or statistical sampling that do not translate as well to quantized, on-chip edge NNs. Even more, FKeras presents the opportunity to combine the FI campaign with a sensitivity metric and guide the campaign to search for more sensitive bits first. FKeras combines the monotonicity of the bit order with its Hessian sensitivity metric to rank the most significant bits based on its Hessian sensitivity score first before doing the same for each lower order bit. Our results show this bit-level Hessian metric can identify the most sensitive parameters with high accuracy, and thus serves as a valuable guide for FI campaigns.

2.2 Optimizing NN Resilience

Prior work has taken several approaches to protect NNs and optimize said protection. Some proactive approaches, such as fault-aware training [7, 57, 58, 64, 77], prevent faults by training the weights themselves to be more resilient. Other approaches are more reactive, including DMR and TMR [24, 65], selective DMR/TMR [7, 40, 47, 50], and activation clipping [17, 36]. Activation clipping is an attractive and inexpensive option. It involves profiling the model to capture what the numerical range of the activations should be and then clipping an activation if it falls outside the range due to faulty hardware. It is particularly effective at protecting float32 NNs as the range of float32 values is very large. However, this is less effective in quantized models because quantized data types, like int8, naturally clip the activations [50]. hls4ml networks are usually heavily quantized, making activation clipping not an option. Prior work [7, 50] also combines a number of these techniques to improve error coverage while minimizing protection overhead costs.

FKeras can help determine how to best protect NN weights, which is especially important for edge NNs that run fully on-chip. As we show in our experiments (Sec. 4), certain bits are much more sensitive to faults than others. Protecting only those most sensitive bits can reduce the overhead of fault-tolerant mitigation. For example, our results show that it is possible to selectively perform TMR on the ECON-T weights with minimal effect on the encoder’s resilience to faults. We can use the FKeras sensitivity metrics to find the most important bits to protect, which is especially valuable when resources are precious for on-chip inference.

3 FKeras

NNs are often over-parameterized, and not all weights are equally important [33, 34], which indicates that some weights are more sensitive to faults than others. FKeras is a codesign tool for designing fault-tolerant NNs in hls4ml. It provides a sensitivity score that ranks the NN parameters based on their sensitivity to faults and supports modeling single- and
multiple-bit fault injection campaigns on NN weights. FKeras can use the sensitivity score to speed up fault injection campaigns by quickly and accurately identifying the most important NN parameters. FKeras is also valuable for NN co-design problems for applications that require fault tolerance.

3.1 NN Sensitivity Scores

To analyze NN sensitivity, we want to understand how a NN performs under faulty conditions, e.g., bit flips in the weights. Previously, researchers have used the gradient as a metric to capture a NN’s resilience to faults [19, 48]. A NN’s gradient with respect to the parameters is a vector of size $n$, defined as

$$\frac{\partial L}{\partial \theta} \in \mathbb{R}^n$$

where $L$ is the NN’s loss function and $\theta$ represents the $n$ parameters of the NN. The gradient provides information about the steepness of the loss function.

The Hessian matrix $H$ describes the steepness and curvature, providing additional insight into the NN behavior. It is an $n \times n$ matrix of the second-order partial derivatives of the loss $L$:

$$H = \frac{\partial^2 L}{\partial \theta^2} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$$

The Hessian captures the local curvature of the loss function, as it shows the rate at which the gradient changes. The local curvature of the loss reflects the sensitivity of a NN’s parameters [27, 76]. A steep curvature around a given parameter indicates that it is highly susceptible to noise. Perturbing this parameter even slightly will result in significant changes to the loss, implying that the model will behave worse and lead to incorrect output. Conversely, a relatively flat curvature around a given parameter indicates that it is insensitive to noise. Small perturbations to it will result in minimal changes to the loss, i.e., the model’s behavior remains about the same. Since the Hessian models parameter sensitivity, researchers have relied on it to successfully quantize NNs to mixed precision [13, 27].

Despite how valuable the Hessian is, it is not commonly used because of the misconception that computing Hessian information for a large NN is infeasible, given that it requires $O(n^2)$ memory [76]. However, extracting the Hessian eigenvalues and eigenvectors takes $O(n)$ memory in $O(n)$ time using techniques from randomized numerical linear algebra (RandNLA) [5, 29, 53, 70]. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues capture the relevant Hessian information.

FKeras provides a Hessian-based sensitivity score for each bit of every NN weight. The sensitivity score provides a quick and accurate method to assess the fault tolerance of an NN. This allows us to speed up fault injection campaigns and perform co-design considering fault-tolerance as a constraint.

FKeras uses the power iteration method to compute the top $k$ eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hessian in $O(n)$ time, where $n$ is the number of parameters [76]. Based on these $k$ eigenvalues, we compute a parameter score:

$$H' = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \lambda_i v_i \cdot \theta v_i \in \mathbb{R}^n$$

where $\lambda_i$ is the $i$th eigenvalue, $v_i$ is the $i$th eigenvector, and $\theta$ is a vector representing the model parameters (of which there are $n$). The parameter $i$ sensitivity score aims to identify which parameters contribute most significantly to the Hessian by weighting it by the eigenvalue along the most sensitive direction (eigenvector). Fig. 1 visualizes how we compute our Hessian score.

We sort the parameters’ most significant bits (MSBs) by the parameter sensitivity score to get a bit-wise ranking. Then, we do the same for the parameters’ $i$th MSB until we reach the least significant bit (LSB). We sort from MSB to
Fig. 1. How to compute our Hessian sensitivity score. We compute our Hessian sensitivity score using the top $k$ eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hessian, where $\lambda_j$ is the $j$th eigenvalue, $\vec{v}_j$ is the $j$th eigenvector, and $\vec{\theta}$ is a vector representing the model parameters (of which there are $n$). For instance, for $i = 1$, we multiply the top-1 eigenvalue $\lambda_1$ with the dot product of top-1 eigenvector $\vec{v}_1$ and the parameters $\vec{\theta}$. We then multiply this constant result element-wise with the top-1 eigenvector $\vec{v}_1$ to get the Hessian score $\vec{H}'_{1}$ based on the top-1 eigenvalue and eigenvector. We then sum these top-$k$ Hessian score vectors together to get the final Hessian score $\vec{H}' \in \mathbb{R}^n$ such that $\vec{H}'_{\theta_i}$ is the Hessian score for the $i$th parameter $\theta_i$. We rank our weights based on this score, where a higher score means the weight has higher sensitivity to faults. Then we rank all of the MSB’s by the weight sensitivity score, then the second MSB’s, and so on to form our Hessian bit-level ranking.

LSB, where we consider MSBs to be the most sensitive bits because they cause the most significant perturbation in the weights of the NN when flipped (based on a two's-complement representation).

FKeras also provides a sensitivity score based on the gradient. This works in a similar manner as the Hessian, but instead uses the gradient value from Equation 1 and sorts the bits from MSB to LSB in a similar manner as the Hessian.

FKeras can compute the Hessian trace in $O(n)$ time, where $n$ is the number of parameters, using the Hutchinson method [76]. FKeras provides the trace per layer so the user can compare the layer sensitivity. A higher trace implies that a layer is more sensitive to faults and other weight perturbations.

3.2 Fault Model

Different environments have different fault rates. For example, at the LHC, high energy physicists expect a fault to occur in their NN hardware every 15 seconds whereas in data centers, system administrators expect faults to occur once every few thousand events [25, 37]. Thus, we want to model these fault rates using a fault model, which describes how often a bit flip occurs.

A designer can use FKeras to perform experiments on two kinds of fault models: the single-bit flip model and the multi-bit flip model.
3.2.1 Single-Bit Flip Model. A common fault model is the single-bit flip model [32, 44, 50], which represents the case when only one bit flips at a time. The single-bit flip fault model can be applied to NN weights, activations, both, or at an even finer grain [35]. We limit our scope to only the weights of a NN, as motivated by the hardware implementations of on-chip inference for edge NNs. In particular, our fault model is motivated by the ECON-T’s ASIC hardware implementation, as seen in Fig. 2. In this diagram, we see that the entire NN is implemented fully on chip, and inference completes in a single cycle. Faults in the activations only affect a single inference, whereas faults in the weights will affect billions of inferences before the weights are refreshed every four hours [24]. Thus, we focus our fault model on bit flips in the NN weights.

3.2.2 Multi-Bit Flip Model. We also consider a multi-bit flip fault model to represent high radiation conditions. This is motivated by our running example—the ECON-T autoencoder ASIC operating in the LHC HGCal [24], as seen in Fig. 2. The multi-bit flip model for the HGCal expects ~0.06 bit flips per ECON-T per second, or one bit-flip every 15 seconds for an individual ECON-T chip. Particles go through the HGCal detector at a rate of $10^8$ particles/cm$^2$/second [2]. However, not every particle will flip a bit. The rate at which any single ECON-T flip-flop will get hit depends on a number of factors, such as the material (silicon) and the ASIC technology node (65 nm). Moreover, the ECON-T’s weights are refreshed every four hours. Thus, we define our multi-bit flip model to expect 960 bit flips when there is no fault protection in between the weight refreshes.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section describes the experimental setup and results.

4.1 Experimental Setup

We demonstrate how FKeras can efficiently analyze a NN’s fault sensitivity by performing experiments on CIFAR-10 [42] and an HGCal dataset. CIFAR-10 is a popular image classification dataset. The HGCal dataset contains vectors of high-energy particle collision sensor data. We use FKeras to understand the fault tolerance of four different models: (1) an edge CNN trained on CIFAR-10, specifically hls4ml’s submission to the MLPerf Tiny Inference Benchmark [10], (2) a medium ECON-T NN, (3) a large ECON-T NN, and (4) a small ECON-T NN.
The three Pareto-optimal ECON-T models (Small, Medium, and Large) represent tradeoffs between model accuracy and size. All ECON-T models were trained on the HGCal dataset. We evaluate model performance using Earth mover’s distance (EMD), a distance measure between two probability distributions [60]. In our case, the EMD measures the distance between the encoder’s input energy readings and the decoder’s outputs, respectively. Lower EMD is better and an EMD of 0 indicates the autoencoder is lossless. The three models were found using a Bayesian optimization
neural architecture search. We used HAWQ-V2 [26] to quantize the large and small models (the medium model was
hand-tuned from prior work). Fig. 3 provides details on the NN topology and quantization for the three ECON-T NNs.

ECON-T Medium is the model described in the paper by Di Guglielmo et al [24] - a 2D convolution layer followed by
a dense layer using a 6-bit arbitrary precision fixed point data type. It balances between accuracy and model complexity.
ECON-T Medium has 2 120 weights (180 for the convolution and 1 940 for the dense layer) for a total of 12 720 weight
bits.

ECON-T Large has the same two-layer structure but larger convolution and dense layers. ECON-T Large uses a 5-bit
arbitrary precision fixed point data type in the convolution layer and a 7-bit arbitrary precision fixed point data type in
the dense layer. ECON-T Large has 800 weights in the convolution layer, 8 192 weights in the dense layer for 61 344
total weight bits.

ECON-T Small has two dense layers both using an 8-bit arbitrary precision fixed point data type. It has 1 280 weights
and 10 240 total weight bits. The first dense layer is 64×16 and the second is 16×16. There are 10 240 total weight bits.
The final benchmark is the hls4ml CIFAR-10 submission to the MLPerf Tiny Inference benchmark [10]. It uses a
two-stack model with no skip connections (five convolutional layers with 32, 4, 32, 32 and 4 filters, kernel size of 1, 4, 4,
4, and strides of 1, 1, 4, 1, respectively). It achieves an accuracy of 83.1%.

We used FKeras to perform the single- and multi-bit flip fault injection campaigns. We conduct all of the fault
injection campaigns on Google Cloud’s c3-highcpu-88 compute engine which utilizes an Intel Sapphire Rapids with
88 vCPU, 44 cores and 176GB of memory. We first generate oracles for the single-bit fault models by exhaustively
performing single-bit flips on the weights and determining their effect. We create the single-bit flip oracle for CIFAR-10
by flipping a parameter bit and evaluating the model on 8 313 test images. This is a subset of the 10 000 images provided
by the test dataset. This subset only includes the images that the CNN correctly classifies under non-faulty conditions.
If flipping a bit causes the model to mispredict an image, we classify that bit as sensitive. To generate the single-bit
flip oracle for the HGCal dataset, we flip a bit and evaluate the model on 20 000 validation inputs. We classify a bit as
sensitive if flipping it causes the model error to exceed the average non-faulty model error.

We perform our multi-bit flip experiments on the ECON-T Medium model. The extremely high-radiation environment
of the HGCal makes the ECON-T models subject to multi-bit flips. We flip 960 random parameter bits and evaluate
ECON-T Medium on 20 000 validation inputs. We perform this process 14 000 times for the baseline ECON-T model,
which corresponds to a 98% confidence level with 1% confidence intervals. This 14 000 sample size was determined
based on a statistical model defined by [43].

4.2 Single Bit Flip Results

4.2.1 ECON-T Medium Model Resilience. We perform the first set of experiments on the ECON-T Medium Pareto
autoencoder. Fig. 4 shows the fault sensitivity of the encoder’s parameter bits. The first 180 weights correspond to the
encoder’s convolutional layer, and the remaining weights correspond to the encoder’s linear layer. The bit index is the
index of the bit that was flipped, where bit 0 is the sign bit, bit 1 is the integer bit, and bits 2–5 are the fractional bits. As
expected, the sign bit and integer bit create the largest changes in the magnitude of the parameters, so those bit flips
lead to higher EMDs. The non-faulty model has a non-zero EMD whose value is 1.10. Overall, 63.5% of the bits exceed the baseline EMD.

Not surprisingly, the largest EMD values, corresponding to most faults, occur when faults are induced on the most significant bits. The MSB (Bit 0) visually has higher EMD values than the other bits. The LSB (Bit 5) barely has any visibly discernible change from the baseline EMD value. This is not surprising, and this monotonicity has been used previously to guide fault injection campaigns [18].

The first 180 weights correspond to the convolutional layer; the remaining 1940 weights are for the dense layer. Faults in the convolutional weights generally lead to more errors than faults in the dense layer. This is especially visible in the MSB. There are a lot of weights in the dense layer where a fault does not induce any additional error, and some
in the convolutional layer. The variability of the EMD across bits of the same significance can vary greatly. For example, many of the dense layer Bit 0 weights have high EMD, but many have low EMD.

4.2.2 Sensitivity Ranking Accuracy. Our second set of experiments evaluates the ability of the Hessian and gradient to provide a bit-level sensitivity ranking. In particular, we aim to understand how well the model error (e.g., EMD) is captured by the Hessian and gradient sensitivity metrics from Sec. 3.1. We calculate these two bit-level metrics for the ECON-T Medium Pareto model and compare them with the single-bit fault EMD values from the experiments in the previous section.

Fig. 5 compares the EMD values versus the Hessian and gradient bit-level sensitivity ranking values. We separate out the rankings by bit, i.e., the first column is the MSB, and the sixth column is the LSB. These match the bit indices from Fig. 4. The first row plots the EMD (y-axis) against the Hessian ranking (x-axis) for each of the bits.

Generally speaking, we want a metric that ranks the weights that cause little change in EMD lower than those that have a higher change. Consider the Hessian MSB (bit 0) shown in the upper left plot. The EMD values of the lowest-ranked bits ranked are generally very small. After that, the EMD generally increases though there are certainly outliers. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient $\rho = 0.508$ shows a high correlation between the Hessian ranking and the EMD. In the Hessian LSB (upper right figure), almost all bits have a very small EMD; thus, the ranking is somewhat arbitrary ($\rho = 0.098$). The major takeaway is that the more significant bits matter more. and the errors in the least significant bits have relatively little effect on this model. The first three significant bits cause the most faults, whereas faults in the least three significant bits induce little error.
Fig. 5. A comparison of the normalized EMD (y-axis) versus the normalized Hessian and gradient sensitivity metrics (x-axis). The first column is the most significant bit and is ordered to the least significant bit in the sixth column.

The second row plots the EMD against the gradient sensitivity ranking. For this model, the Hessian performs better than the gradient in the most significant bits. The performance of the least significant bits is less important since they induce few errors.

The Hessian and gradient are measures of the loss landscape that provide valuable insight into how the NN behaves with respect to the different weights. The Hessian and gradient provide a metric to compare different weights. They do not have the ability to rank individual bits across those weights. Our Hessian and gradient metrics rank the most significant bits highest (Bit 0), followed by the second most significant bit (Bit 1), all the way down to the least significant bit (Bit 6 in this case). This is not ideal, and a better bit-level ranking can be achieved by mixing bits of different significance. This is clearly shown in Fig. 5. Some bit 1 EMD values are higher than the bit 0 values in the ECON-T Medium model. Some bit 2 EMD values are higher than bit 1 and bit 0, and so on. Those bit 1 variables should be ranked higher by the sensitivity metric, and both of our metrics do not allow for this. We believe that a similar approach to BinFI [18], which attempts to find the inflection point within a weight, could lead to a productive metric. We leave that as future work. However, the ranking of MSB to LSB works well as a first-order approximation. We compare the benefits in the next set of experiments.

4.2.3 Sensitivity Metric Comparison. Our next set of experiments aims to understand how different metrics perform at identifying the bits most sensitive to single-bit faults. We use four different models—three different ECON-T autoencoder models and a CIFAR-10 edge CNN, specifically hls4ml’s submission to the MLPerf Tiny Inference Benchmark [10]. We compare the abilities of four metrics to rank the weights: random, MSB to LSB, Hessian, and gradient. Random picks a bit at random. MSB to LSB selects the most significant bits first, followed by the second most significant bit, all the way to the least significant bits. The bits are selected in the weight index provided by Keras after flattening a layer’s weight matrix, e.g., the ECON-T Medium NN has the weight ordering shown in Figure 4. Hessian uses the Hessian-based sensitivity score as computed in Equation 3. Gradient uses the parameter’s gradient value from Equation 1 and sorts the bits from MSB to LSB in a similar manner to Hessian (see Section 3.1).
Fig. 6. The ability of four sensitivity metrics (random, MSB to LSB, Hessian, and gradient) to rank the bits whose faults induce the most errors. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient $\rho$ is provided for all the bits in the first column and then broken down by individual bits from most to least significant.
Fig. 7. The magnitude of the error vs. the number of bits flipped for the four NN models. The three ECON-T models use cumulative $\Delta EMD$, where $\Delta EMD = |EMD_{bitflip} - EMD_{non-faulty}|$ as the error measure and the CIFAR-10 CNN uses the cumulative number of mispredicts. In both cases, larger indicates more errors. Each model plots five ranking metrics which attempt to order the NN weight bits from those to contribute most to error to those that contribute little or nothing to the error.

We compare the ability of these metrics to predict the sensitivity accurately. Fig. 6 shows the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient $\rho$ for the four different models. The results compare the four metrics and an Oracle (a perfect ranking derived from the brute-force single-fault experiments) to predict the bit sensitivity. The $\rho$ values are shown for all the bits, followed by them being broken out into the individual bits in order of most significant to least significant. As expected, the random ranking has a near zero correlation, and the oracle has a perfect correlation across all the models. The Hessian is consistently the best, especially in the more significant bits. The gradient also provides good performance close to the Hessian but clearly lower in most cases. The MSB to LSB ranking performs quite well and provides a relatively simple way to consider bit sensitivity, e.g., for a fault injection campaign.

Next, we consider the relative magnitude of the error and not just the relative ranking. Fig. 7 shows the results of an experiment that plots the cumulative error when ranking the sensitivity of the weight bits. A larger error indicates that flipping that particular bit increases the error of the overall model. The error measure depends on the model. The three ECON-T autoencoder NNs use EMD for error. Recall that EMD is a measure of error where larger indicates worse autoencoder performance. The CIFAR-10 CNN uses the number of mispredictions for the error where larger indicates more error.
Consider first Fig. 7a that plots the cumulative ΔEMD versus the number of bits flipped for the four metrics and an oracle on the ECON-T Medium Pareto NN. The oracle is the optimal or best-case ranking calculated from the brute-force single-fault experiments (e.g., from Fig. 4 for ECON-T medium). The oracle ranks the bits with the largest mean ΔEMD first. The cumulative EMD provides the difference between the faulty model EMD and the EMD of a model with no faults. The EMD for the non-faulty model is 1.100. The cumulative ΔEMD for the oracle results quickly approaches the maximum cumulative ΔEMD of 57.37. Only 63.5% (8 080/12 720) of the bits are sensitive, i.e., they have a nonzero ΔEMD. The remaining 36.5% do not affect the autoencoder EMD.

The random metric is the worst of the metrics showing that chance alone provides roughly an equal chance of guessing the bits that contribute most to the EMD. MSB to LSB performs significantly better than random. This shows that the bit order matters. The most significant bit has the lion’s share of the cumulative ΔEMD (40.91 of the 57.37). The impact on ΔEMD falls quickly; weights from last few significant have little effect on the EMD. Hessian and gradient both perform better. Hessian does perform better at ordering the MSB weights with Hessian being slightly better as indicated by the separation between the two lines. In particular, Hessian is more accurate for the first 2 120 bits (corresponding to the weights of the most significant bit). The subsequent bits are approximately equal between Hessian and Gradient. These bits contribute less to the overall EMD and thus are overall less sensitive.

It is interesting to compare the difference between the random and oracle on the three ECON-T NNs. ECON-T Small NN (Fig. 7c) has a much smaller spread due to the fact that the model is smaller and all of the weights are more sensitive. Conversely, the spread in the large ECON-T NN (Fig. 7b) is the largest of the three. The large model has a small percentage of sensitive weights as indicated by the steep initial slope of the Oracle. In other words, the vast majority of the weights are insensitive to faults, which is not surprising given that the model has many more weight bits. The ECON-T large NN has 61 344 weight bits compared to ECON-T medium (12 720 weight bits) and the ECON-T small (10 240 weight bits).

CIFAR-10 is a different classification problem with a different error measure. Thus, the results are not as easily comparable as the three ECON-T NNs. Overall, CIFAR-10 is the largest model with 459 520 weight bits. The fairly steep initial slope of the Oracle indicates that most of the sensitivity resides in a small number of bits. However, there is a relatively long tail, e.g., more similar to ECON-T medium Pareto NN. The relatively large separation between the Random and Oracle indicates that the bit sensitivity is not easy to predict. Hessian generally performs best in determining the most sensitive bits.

In Fig. 8, we compare the cumulative ΔEMD and mispredicts with state-of-the-art work in fault injection: BinFL [18] and StatFL [61]. To recap Sec. 2, BinFL performs a binary search within each value in the NN to find the bit that is the “inflection point,” wherein all the bits more significant than it are considered sensitive to faults. BinFL calls this the silent data corruption (SDC) boundary. While BinFL applies this technique to the NN activations, we instead apply it to the NN weights according to our fault model. Since BinFL performs a binary search to find the SDC boundary, we first plot the actual bits BinFL flips during the binary search, which we call BinFL (Actual Bits Flipped). The SDC boundary implies that all the bits more significant than it are also sensitive. We plot the actual bits flipped plus these implied sensitive bits as BinFL (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped). BinFL does not specify the order in which to search the NN values, so we flip them in the order they appear in the NN. StatFL introduces two fault injection methods for finding the sensitive NN weight bits: data-aware and data-unaware. StatFL statistically determines the sample size of how many bits to flip per weight bit index, e.g., the MSB or second MSB, per layer. StatFL (Data-aware) statically measures the changes in magnitude in each weight that occur from flipping a bit to determine the sample size per weight bit index per layer. The larger the magnitude change the higher the sample size will be and vice versa. StatFL (Data-unaware) does not rely on
Fig. 8. Comparing the magnitude of the error vs. the number of bits flipped for the four NN models with state-of-the-art fault injection methods BinFI [18] and StatFI [61]. The three ECON-T models use cumulative $\Delta$EMD as the error measure and the CIFAR-10 CNN uses the cumulative number of mispredicts. In both cases, larger indicates more errors. Each model plots six ranking metrics which attempt to order the NN weight bits from those to contribute most to error to those that contribute little or nothing to the error. In particular, we compare our own Hessian metric to BinFI’s and StatFI’s bit flips.

Let us first consider Fig. 8a and look at how BinFI compares with the Hessian and the Oracle on the ECON-T Medium Pareto NN. We find that BinFI (Actual Bits Flipped) is not very impressive, as expected. BinFI uses each of these bit flips to implicate more bits. As such, BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) performs more impressively in the beginning; however, it begins to falter after a few hundred bit flips. This is expected because BinFI does not specify an order in which to search the weights, whereas the Hessian does. By only flipping around half of all of the NN weight bits though, BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) identifies most of the sensitive bits, as indicated by the dashed vertical line that drops down after $\sim$6 000 bits flipped. It fails to identify 5% of the sensitive bits (676 out of a total of 8 080). Comparing BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) to our work, the Hessian finds more sensitive bits much sooner in its search. In fact, for the first $\sim$5 500 bit flips, the Hessian’s bit flips are much more informative, as it finds the highly sensitive bits early on. Thus from Fig. 8a as well as Fig. 8b, we observe this tradeoff of the Hessian finding more sensitive bits earlier in the
search versus the BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) finding a majority of the sensitive bits earlier for the ECON-T Medium and Large Pareto models.

Fig. 8c and Fig. 8d show more complex trends. In both the ECON-T Small Pareto (Fig. 8c) and CIFAR-10 (Fig. 8d), we see that BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) rises slowly, as we have seen previously, before exceeding the oracle. This happens because BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) implies multiple bits are sensitive per bit flip whereas the oracle only implicates one bit based on how we plot it. Clearly, the oracle knows all of the sensitive bits prior to fault injection (and could reach the maximum cumulative ΔEMD/mispredicts with 0 bit flips); however, we are interested in understanding the ceiling for the Hessian in our oracle. As such, BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) exceeds the best the Hessian could perform for these two models. This is likely the case because most of the bits in the ECON-T Small Pareto and CIFAR-10 models are sensitive. 100% of the ECON-T Small Pareto bits and 82.72% of the CIFAR-10 bits are sensitive. Thus, these NNs are easier tasks for BinFI—each bit flip is highly likely to find a sensitive bit. We are not necessarily finding a needle in a haystack the way we are for ECON-T Large, where only 6.5% of the bits are sensitive.

The Hessian is clearly better in this case (Fig. 8b).

However, there is a major caveat with BinFI: the only information we receive on how sensitive the model bits are is from BinFI (Actual Bits Flipped). As seen in all four charts in Fig. 8, BinFI (Actual Bits Flipped) reveals very little information and has the lowest cumulative ΔEMD/mispredicts out of all of the methods. We have no way of determining cumulative ΔEMD/mispredicts unless we actually flip all the bits plotted by BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped). As a result, it is difficult to determine which bits are a higher priority to protect, which may be a tradeoff worth considering in the resource-constrained environments of edge NNs. Overall, BinFI performs well when the lion’s share of a model’s bits are sensitive and poorly when most of a model’s bits are insensitive.

StatFI performs the worst in all cases in Fig. 8. Its statistical sampling is ineffective at selecting the sensitive bits in a NN. In particular, StatFI (Data-aware) depends on large changes in magnitude from flipping a weight bit to determine the sample size per weight bit index per layer. These large changes are more likely to occur in float32 and less likely to occur when we represent our weights with ≤8-bit fixed point precision. We therefore observe a large gap between the StatFI (Data-aware) line and the Hessian line in the ECON-T Medium Pareto (Fig. 8a), ECON-T Large Pareto (Fig. 8b), and CIFAR-10 (Fig. 8d) models charted. We would expect either StatFI method to work well for ECON-T Large Pareto, where few of the bits are sensitive because it was designed to find the few sensitive bits with fewer fault injections; however, StatFI randomly selects the bits to sample per weight bit index per layer, which is ineffective. For the ECON-T Small Pareto model (Fig. 8c), where 100% of the bits are sensitive, StatFI Data-aware fails to identify 37% of the sensitive bits, whereas StatFI Data-unaware fails to identify 5% of the bits. StatFI (Data-unaware) samples more bits, as we see in the pink line falling down after having flipped more bits than StatFI (Data-aware)’s brown line falling point in every case; nevertheless, it fails to find many of the bits, especially for the ECON-T Large Pareto (Fig. 8b), missing 35% of the sensitive bits, and for CIFAR-10 (Fig. 8d), missing 76% of the sensitive bits. Both the StatFI Data-aware and Data-unaware methods are not sampling cleverly enough. Since the Hessian captures how sensitive the NN weights are, it easily outperforms both StatFI Data-aware and StatFI Data-unaware.

Fig. 9 provides a different analysis related to the ability of the sensitivity metrics to find the top-k percentile of the sensitive bits. The Oracle provides a perfect ranking with respect to the bit’s sensitivity. In other words, the oracle perfectly selects the top-k percentile of the bits and provides a lower bound (best-case result) for a sensitivity metric. Oracle will not go to 1.0 on the y-axis when a subset of the bits are insensitive to single-bit faults. For example, only 63.5% of the bits are sensitive for the ECON-T Medium Pareto NN, only 6.55% of the bits are sensitive for the ECON-T Large Pareto NN, 100% of the bits are sensitive for the ECON-T Small Pareto NN, and 82.72% of the bits are sensitive for
Fig. 9. The ability of the sensitivity metrics to find the top k-percentile of the sensitive bits across the four NN models. The oracle provides a perfect ordering of the bits and thus provides a best-case result (lower bound).

The CIFAR-10 NN. Random provides the other extreme as the top-k bits are randomly distributed through its ranking, and thus the entire ranking must be enumerated to find the top-k bits for all but the smallest values of k.

For the ECON-T NNs, MSB to LSB performs the worst of the other metrics. Overall, Hessian is better than Gradient for the ECON-T Large and Small Pareto NNs. Gradient is overall generally lower (better) than Hessian for the ECON-T Medium Pareto model.

The CIFAR-10 classification task is interesting in that MSB to LSB performs quite well overall, while it is the worst sensitivity metric for the ECON-T NNs. The CIFAR-10 NN is a two-stack ResNet model with five convolutional layers [10]. This is fundamentally different than the ECON-T models, which have only two layers, especially for ECON-T Small which consists of only dense layers.

We then compare the top-k percentile performance of the Hessian and the oracle with BinFI [18] and StatFI [61] in Fig. 10. We first compare with BinFI. Let us first focus on the ECON-T medium model in Fig. 10a. To find the top-1 percentile of the sensitive bits, the Hessian only needs to flip ~18% of the bits, whereas BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) must flip ~41% of the bits, taking longer to find the most sensitive bits. BinFI then drops to 0 after the top-15th percentile because it produces false negatives, i.e., it does not find all of the sensitive bits. The top-k percentile requirement is stringent. If a method fails to identify even a single bit in the top-k percentile, then we say this method has failed because there is no number of bits to flip according to that method that will find all of the top-k sensitive bits. We can
Fig. 10. Comparing the ability of the sensitivity metrics to find the top k-percentile of the sensitive bits across the four NN models with state-of-the-art fault injection methods BinFI [18] and StatFI [61]. The oracle provides a perfect ordering of the bits and thus provides a best-case result (lower bound).

thus infer from Fig. 10a that BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) fails to identify bits beyond the top 15th percentile, e.g., it misses bits that are quite sensitive (such as in the 20th percentile). The Hessian provides both weight-level and bit-level sensitivity information to rank weight bits, whereas BinFI only provides bit-level sensitivity information per weight without any way of ranking the weights. Therefore, the Hessian is significantly more efficient than BinFI at finding the most sensitive bits because it captures more sensitivity information. For the ECON-T Large Pareto (Fig. 10b), the Hessian outperforms BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) for the top 10th percentile before BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) exceeds the Hessian up until the top 20th percentile when it falls to 0—once again due to its failure to find sensitive bits. For ECON-T Small Pareto, the Hessian is the closest to the oracle up until the top 15th percentile when BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) is the better method at finding top sensitive bits, eventually exceeding the oracle past the top 50th percentile. As previously discussed, this is due to BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped)’s implicating multiple bits as sensitive per bit flip, whereas the oracle only implicates one bit per bit flip. Since all the bits in ECON-T Small Pareto are sensitive, BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits Flipped) always succeeds in finding a sensitive bit. Moreover it only needs to flip about half of the bits to identify all of the sensitive bits. This is due to the easy nature of this task, i.e., when most if not all of the bits are sensitive. We see a similar pattern for the CIFAR-10 model where BinFI (Actual+Implied Bits
Fig. 11. Part a) As model size increases, the percentage of sensitive bits in the model decreases. Part b) As \( EMD \) increases, the percentage of sensitive bits in the model increases.

Fig. 12. Distribution of the sensitive bits related to bit position for the three ECON-T NNs.

Flipped) outperforms the oracle for a bit around the top 60th percentile before it falls to 0 due to its failure to identify all of the sensitive bits beyond the 60th percentile. Note that BinFI (Actual Bits Flipped) always lies at 0 for all four NNs because it is primarily flipping bits to implicate other bits in the model and is thus not good at flipping the most sensitive bits first.

We then compare with StatFI (Data-aware) and StatFI (Data-unaware). For all four models, both StatFI methods fail to identify any top-\( k \) percentile sensitive bits, so all StatFI lines lie at 0, except for StatFI (Data-unaware) for the ECON-T Small Pareto model (Fig. 10c) which can find the top-1st percentile by flipping 80% of the bits before immediately falling to 0. Beyond this instance, no number of bits flipped according to StatFI will find some top-\( k \) percentile of the sensitive bits.

Next, we summarize the relationship between model size and the sensitivity of its weights. Fig. 11a plots the number of sensitive bits versus the total number of bits for the three ECON-T NNs. All of the bits in the ECON-T Small Pareto
model are sensitive. As the model size increases, the number of sensitive bits decreases. The ECON-T Large Pareto model has only 6.55% of its bits sensitive to single-bit faults. Fig. 11b show the same three ECON-T models with respect to the EMD (error) of the non-faulty model. The ECON-T Large Pareto model has the smallest EMD (0.807), which is expected given that it is more complex. Reducing the model size increases the EMD (decreasing its performance).

Fig. 12 breaks out the number of sensitive bits according to their relative bit position in the weight from the MSB to the LSB. All models are quantized to a fixed-point representation such that MSB is a sign bit followed by 1–3 integer bits and some fractional bits remaining. Note that each model has a different quantization, with ECON-T Small Pareto having 8-bit weights, ECON-T Medium Pareto having 6-bit weights, and ECON-T Large Pareto having both 5-bit and 7-bit weights. In the ECON-T Small Pareto NN, all the bits are sensitive; thus the sensitive bits are equally distributed across all bit indices. 63.5% of the bits are sensitive in the ECON-T Medium Pareto NN. The sensitive bits are relatively equally distributed across each bit index though more reside in the MSB and MSB-1 bit indices. In the ECON-T Large Pareto NN, only a tiny fraction (6.5%) of the bits are sensitive. The sensitive bits are clustered in the first 3 MSBs out of (at most) 7 bits. Fig. 12b shows that when there are sensitive bits in the model, the majority of them reside in the most significant bits. Moreover, as model size increases, the percentage of sensitive bits decreases (as shown in Fig. 11a).

4.3 Multiple Bit Flip Results

We also aim to understand how the NNs respond to multiple-bit faults. Unlike the previous experiments, where we flip only one bit at a given time, we assume multiple bit flips are possible. Such scenarios are more likely in high radiation environments as is experienced by the ECON-T ASICs in the LHC. In particular, we want to understand the resilience of using protection mechanisms, e.g., using TMR on the NN weights as is done in the LHC [24].

![Graph](image)

Fig. 13. The effect of bit protection on errors for the ECON-T medium Pareto NN.

For this experiment, we assume a multi-bit flip fault model with a variable amount (0%, 32%, 63.5%, and 100%) of protection for the parameter bits. For the 100% protection level, all parameter bits are protected, which means that none of the attempted bit flips will occur. For the 63.5% protection level, we protect all of the sensitive bits identified under the single-bit flip fault model. For the 32% protection level, we protect the top 50% of the sensitive bits identified under the single-bit flip fault model. For the 0% protection level, we do not protect any parameter bits. Fig. 13 shows that by protecting all of the sensitive bits identified by the single-bit flip fault model, we can prevent all of the errors induced
by the simultaneous multiple bit flips. Even without protection, a small percentage (13.4%) of the multi-bit flip errors are prevented.

5 CONCLUSION

We develop Fkeras as a tool to assess the fault tolerance of edge neural networks that run inference fully on chip. Fkeras provides several bit-level metrics that can quickly identify NN weight bits that are most sensitive to faults. We use Fkeras to study four different NN models—three Pareto-optimal models for an autoencoder hardware in the CERN Large Hadron Collider and an edge NN that performs CIFAR-10 image classification. We show that the sensitivity of the bits varies greatly across weights and that the Hessian provides a good weight sensitivity ranking. Additionally, our results indicate that the sensitivity of different bits within a weight can vary dramatically. Even more, we found that larger, more accurate NNs have significantly fewer sensitive bits compared with smaller, less accurate NNs. This raises some architectural codesign tradeoffs: should we design hardware for a larger, more accurate NN that requires less protection or a smaller, less accurate NN that requires full protection? How much more resilience can a larger NN provide at the expense of resource efficiency? Fkeras provides valuable insights for addressing these codesign tradeoffs to design fault-tolerant, quantized NNs for hardware.
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